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Years ago PYLE-NATIONAL decided to cut costs by eliminating the etched metal tag that indicated the 
part number of the connector. Some connectors had the part numbers marked in ink, some have a self-
stick label applied with the part number and other connectors were not marked at all. Obviously this can create a
problem for someone else who needs to replace or obtain additional connectors. Here is a guide to help you �gure
the part number. Since the majority of replacements are for plugs I am only concentrating on how to identify plugs in this
memo. For receptacles and other items not covered in this memo please forward a photo of your connector to the email 
below so we can identify it for you.

Here is an example of a plug that has forge markings. We get a lot of calls
from people thinking that this is the part number of the plug.  Compare the
number you have on your plug  to the chart below and add the dash number
to your part number.

To determine the �rst letter of the part number you need to know if the ground contact is grounded to the shell of
the plug.  Take one lead of an Ohm meter and hold it to the plug shell and then take the other lead and touch each
contact. If you get a reading then your contact is grounded to the shell so start your part number with the letters

for grounded or for ungrounded.JP KP

WARNING: Before performing the next step make sure no power is going to the plug.

If the plug has a coupling nut add the letter

  Next add the letter

L
D

If you have 3 contacts add the number to your part number or if you have 4 contacts.36 46

Add

KPLD-86036
JPD-1110046-PR

Ungrounded plug, with coupling nut, JP-6036-TX forge markings and 3 solder contacts.

Grounded to shell plug with JP-10036-YX forge markings and 4 pressure contacts.

Example...

HILLCREST ENTERPRISES, INC.
11092 AIR PARK ROAD
ASHLAND, VIRGINIA 23005 USA

PHONE 804-798-8390  FAX 804-752-7830

info@pylenational.co

-PR to your part number if you want pressure contacts.

JP-3046-YX -530

FORGE # DASH #

JP-3046-ZX -830

JP-6036-TX -860
JP-6036-YX -1160

JP-6036-ZX -14104

JP-10036-YX -11100

JP-10036-ZX -14100

.

.

ASSEMBLE THE PART NUMBER HERE


